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The AOPi's gave a winning tour of the eighties in their first place performance at the annual Kappa Delta All

Sing. Second place went to the Alpha Tau Omega's, third to the PiKA's and fourth to the Chi-O's. All profits

made from the performance will go toward the prevention of child abuse. Pictured here are members of Gamma

The M. L. Seidman Town Hall Lec-
ture Series will present Allen Wein-
stein, president of The Center for
Democracy and professor of history at
Boston University at 8:00 p.m. in Har-
die tonight. Weinstein's topic will be
"Evolutions and Revolutions: The
World in Change."

The Rhodes College Woodwind
Quintet will perform in concert at 8
p.m. Feb. 22 in the Shirley M. Payne
Recital Hall, Hassell Hall, on the
Rhodes campus.

The group will perform Charles
Edouard Lefebvre's "Suite"; Samuel
Barber's "Summer Music," Op. 31;
Franz Danzi's "Quintet in B-Flat";
and Jean-Michel Damase's "Seven-
teen Variations," Op. 22.

Rhodes College music faculty
members Linda Minke and Kelly
DeVuyst will present a recital for cello
ord niano nn Mnndav March 5 at

Phi Beta and Alpna Kappa Alpha. . ,
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8:00 p.m. in the Shirley M. Payne
Recital Hall in Hassell Hall on the
campus.

The program will include Bach's
First Suite for Solo Cello, Beethoven's
Fifth Sonata for Cello and Piano, and
the Second Sonata in F Major for
Cello and Piano by Johannes Brahms.

The recital is free and open to the
public.

The Residence Life Staff would like
to thank the RA's, Social Commis-
sioners, faculty, groundskeepers,
housekeepers, ARA, security, staff
and students who helped make this
year's Parent's Weekend a great
success-Brent Nair, Toni Cappiello,
and Dean Kovach.

The Southwestern Review
desperately needs submissions by
March 1, 1990. Turn in poetry, prose
or artwork to F. Grant Whittle or
Jason Files.

Marxism On The Rise in Third World Countries Students Nab Burglar in Williford
by Beverly Burks

Co-editor

Although the recent lecture by Dr.
Ilya Prizel of the Johns Hopkins
School for Advanced International
Studies was entitled "The End of
Marxism in the Third World," the
visiting lecturer said that that matter

was really still open for debate. Dr.
Prizel pointed to the recent changes in
Eastern Europe and noted that surely
Communism was a thing of the past
for countries such as Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Poland and Germany. He
cited "The End of History," a recent
article by Francis Fukuyama, which
postulates the theory that history as we
know it has ended. The liberal
Western mode of democracy has final-
ly attained prominence and the rest of
history will simply be a working out
of its inherent problems. "As far as
Europe is concerned, he's right," said
Dr. Prizel of Fukuyama.

However, Marxist ideals and prac-
tices are still strong and becoming
stronger in many Third World coun-
tries such as Cuba, Afghanistan and
Nicaragua. "There's an incredible
resilience to the Marxist regimes of
these countries," he said. This may
seem surprising in light of the prob-
lems facing the regimes, problems

such as dependence on Soviet aid and
the removal of Soviet enterprises from
Third World nations. Prizel com-
mented that both North Korea and
Vietnam were moving toward
Stalinism, economically and socially.
This is due to the war-devastated
economy of Vietnam which has not
been helped by its decline as an area
of strategic importance to the USSR
and also to the physically and cultural-
ly isolated nature of North Korea.

Foremost among Third World
Marxist regimes is that of Cuba, head-
ed by Fidel Castro. Castro maintains
that even though the Soviet Union is
undergoing a period of perestroika,
policies in his own country will not
change. In the February 4 issue of the
Gramma Weekly Review he is quoted
as saying, "The imperialists and our
friends should know that the revolu-
tion will not crumble. Socialism will

not crumble in Cuba." His hard-line
stance is intended to send a message
to the world, as are policies such as
the recently imposed Program of Rec-
tification which is currently attempting
to eliminate all vestiges of the free
market system in Cuba. Marxism in
Cuba is also moving away from finan-
cial incentives and toward moral ones.

Castro will face many challenges in
the coming months, challenges which
may prove impossible to reconcile
with his hard-line stance. For exam-
ple, Cuban soldiers will soon be re-
turning from Angola and there will be
few, if any, jobs for them to return to.
In a related issue, Soviet military and

social aid is declining as the cold war
wanes and Cuba becomes less
strategically important. Also, accord-
ing to Prizel, there has been a 40%
shortfall in food availability recently.

In addition to its firm encasement in
Cuba, Marxism is also gaining
strength in other countries. Zimbabwe

and Burkinafaso recently named
socialism as their ultimate goal in their
constitutions. In Mexico, the leftist
coalition recently won over a 40%
share of the vote in a national election.
In South Africa, the recently released
Nelson Mandela has come out in favor
of Marxism.

The question posed by Dr. Prizel

was this: Everyone knows Marxism
doesn't work, so why is its appeal so
strong in Third World countries? He
postulated several possible explana-
tions. One is that despite the failure of
Marxism, the success of Cuba in the
field of health care and lowering in-
fant mortality rates is impressive to
many similar countries. Also, many
Third Worlders tend to equate the
cause of their poverty with the

economic system of the west. Com-
munist parties offer a strong organiza-
tional focus and their bureaucratic
model creates jobs. Dr. Prizel also said
that Marxism is popular because "the
era of despotism is over."

He also felt that some of socialism's
appeal stemmed from the marginal
nature of Third World countries, most
of which produce primary products
which are less and less in demand,
especially as Europe prepares to
switch over to the Common Market
system. By 1992, Dr. Prizel said,
Europe will be almost a self-contained
system, and most likely will sharply
reduce its aid to Third World areas.

Replacement aid will not be forthcom-
ing from Japan or the U.S., he add-
ed, "because Japan isn't interested and
the United States can't afford to bail
out other countries anymore."

For these reasons and also because
none of the Third World countries
have successfully integrated them-

selves into the Western capitalist
system, Marxism is exerting a strong
pull on these areas. So it seems that
not only is Marxism not dying out in
Third World areas, it is growing
stronger, whether its favor stems from
the hard-core policies of leaders such
as Castro or simply from economic
inclinations.

by Bill Nourse

On Monday afternoon, February 19,
a burglary suspect was discovered in
the act of taking items from a residence
hall room in Williford Hall. The
suspect attempted to flee but was
restrained by freshmen Meg
Hargrove, Nicki Soule and Cassy
Kasun. Security responded, in-
vestigated, detained the suspect and
turned her over to the Memphis Police
Department.

The suspect, Robin Trotter, had ap-
parently been posing as a student for
several months, also using the names
Robin Carter and Candy Trotter. She
had items from at least two other
residence hall thefts in the purse she
was carrying, which was also stolen.

The suspect adamantly insisted she
was a Rhodes student but had no iden-

tification when she was apprehended.
Clad in a Rhodes jacket and carrying
notebooks and pens, she claimed to be
a recent transfer from CBC. A check
with the Registrars of both Rhodes and
CBC revealed no record of the

suspect's enrollment.
The M.P.D.'s West Precinct

General Investigation Bureau was a
busy place Monday evening as a
number of Rhodes students appeared
to give statements and identify proper-
ty found in the suspect's possession.

It appears that most of the victims'
rooms had been left unlocked, which
allowed the suspect easy entry. She
probably originally entered the

residence halls through propped doors
or by following students in, although
she had several stolen keys in her

possession when she was arrested.
NOW HERE'S ADVICE FROM

YOUR DIRECTOR OF SECURITY:
ALWAYS lock your door, even when
you are in your room. NEVER prop
open a residence hall door or allow one
to remain propped. Do not allow

anyone to follow you into a residence
hall unless they are known to you.
Report suspicious persons to Security
immediately. If your keys are lost or
stolen, report it immediately. If
anything is stolen from your room,
report it immediately.

Habitat For Humanity Helps Texans
by Jason A. Parrish

On February 4th, a Dallas family's
home went up in flames. Coinciden-
tally, this home was the first that the
Dallas Chapter of Habitat for Humani-
ty, an organization which helps low in-
come families build homes, had built
in the Dallas area. Though they had
insurance, its value was only twenty-

five thousand dollars, while rebuilding
expenses were estimated at close to
thirty-three thousand dollars. There
was support in donations in the Dallas
area, but there was still a need for
labor in the enterprise.

The Executive Director of the Dallas
chapter of Habitat for Humanity, Wink
Dickey, was formerly a Memphian,

and a friend of Rev. Steve Musick,
who helps coordinate the Rhodes
chapter of Habitat. The Rhodes'
Habitat for Humanity had been look-
ing for a project, and this opportunity
to aid the Dallas family was well
timed.

The Rhodes' Students who go on the
trip, probably a maximum of fifteen,
will go during Spring Break. Mr.
Dickey will supply a place for them to
stay, and students will be responsible
for obtaining their own meals. The
project is expected to take several
days. Advent Presbyterian Church has
already donated $500 towards the cost
of rebuilding the destroyed home.

--
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Dialogue On Religion: Scott Naugler and Father Joe Favazza
SN: Essential to the Catholic faith, as

well as other Christian faiths, is the idea
that one must freely decide to believe in
God, and the beliefs of the particular sect
of Christianity in question. But it seems
to me that there is never an ability in one
to choose what one believes. One can ex-
amine the issues of a belief, examine per-
sonal experience, and look at the
thoughts of other people when examin-
ing a belief. But it comes down to which
side makes the most sense in accordance
with one's other beliefs, experiences,
thoughts, and desires. As an example,
take any belief (for example, whatever
one believes about God), and try not to
believe it. One may say, "I have decid-
ed not to believe in God," but does that
actually change the underlying belief? I
would disagree. I doubt anyone's beliefs
about anything could be changed by a
conscious decision. It is possible to make
a conscious decision to examine a belief,
but the ultimate denial or acceptance of
the belief will not be determined by a
conscious decision.

JF: The religious quest is one which
must essentially be free. This is not to
say that can be totally free from one's
historicity. Who we are is essentially
formed by our experience, background,
family, education, etc. We cannot hope
to move beyond these parts of ourselves,
any more than we would try to leave
behind our skin or our skeleton. They are
part of us, woven into the expression of
our personalities. Yet this is not to say
we are unfree. It is exactly these parts
of ourselves which open us up to the
quest for truth and meaning, even if this
quest lends us beyond the faith and
values of our personal history. In this
sense, it is possible to say that one who
is raised in a family situation where

religious values and faith are cherished
and nurtured may one day choose not to
believe in God. This is not to say such
a person is able to forget the time when
religious faith was an important part of
their life. Indeed, perhaps it is the
freedom expressed in religious values
which affords one the opportunity to con-
tinue their religious quest, even if such
a quest leads one away from these very
values. But if we do not believe that each
person has the potential for the real and
conscious choice for (or against)
religious faith, it seems to me that we
give in to the behaviorist view of the
world that holds that we are truly unfree
and simply act out whatever the values
of our historical conditioning.

This does not even address the. ques-
tion as to what is being rejected when one
is raised in a religious environment
chooses no longer to embrace religious
faith. Is it truly God, or religious value?
Or is it the conception of God imposed
on a person in their youth that now is no
longer tenable to the adult person with
adult problems and questions? Calling in-
to question the religious framework of
our youth I would dare say is the first
step in an authentic religious quest. God
surely is bigger than any particular ex-
pression of religion.

SN: At the offset, the idea of Original
Sin seems a dubious proposal. But ignor-
ing the problems associated with humans
freely falling from grace, it hardly seems
the act of a just or good God to condemn
the whole human race for some action
in the remote past. If someone in our pre-
sent society is condemned as a criminal,
do we automatically say that his
descendents are somehow guilty because
of the criminal's actions? No, It does not
seem like the will of an omnibenevolent

God to judge each human as somehow
inherently guilty. And, if we do not need
salvation from an inherent guilt, then
from what do we need salvation? This
is not to say that we are in any way
perfect or in some static state of morali-
ty. On the contrary, there is a constant
need for examination of moral standards,
laws concerning the way we govern one
another, and in general what it takes on
the individual level to live productively
and in harmony with the rest of society
and the world. But don't we need to take
responsibility for our own salvation?

JF: It is of critical importance to hold
that each person created is created with
more potential for good than evil. To
hold that creation is made in the image
of a God who creates us already flawed
by sin (original sin) is to make belief in
such a God untenable. Who would dare
risk the leap of faith in a God who is
flawed and made his/her creation the
same way? No, original sin is more the
"sin of the world" that each person is
born into rather than with. It is the ac-
cumulation of selfishness, pride, pre-
judice, racism, sexism, classism, etc.,
that is inescapable, even to those born
to parents who would be considered
saints by anyone's standards. This is not
to say that we are not attracted by such
sin. We are and we choose it and we
make it part of who we are and we pass
it on to our children and the cycle con-
tinues. But in the words of Paul Ricouer,
it must indeed be the case that primor-
dial good is more prevelant and more at-
tractive than primordial evil. Salvation
in this sense is from the sin of the world
that is like quicksand for mortals whose
spirits yearn to fly on the heights. Salva-
tion is forgiveness, liberation, healing,
truth, peace, etc. It is what allows the

human person to be who we are created
to be.

SN: The Christian community has ac-
complished many things beneficial to the
human race throughout history (in terms
of community organization, teaching of
how to live peacefully with one another,
etc.) At the same time, it has been guil-
ty of leading to a great many evils,
because of lapses into fanaticism (the
Crusades, television evangelists, the
persecution of heretics, such as Galileo,
current wars between groups who fight
in the name of their religion, i.e., Israel,
Azerbaijan). It seems to me that these
evils of fanaticism come from investing
a great deal of power and trust into an
object that represents the final
unanswered question. Yes, when look-
ing around at the complexity of nature,
human society, etc., it is difficult to im-
agine how it all could have happened
without some prompting. But why isn't
it enough for us to acknowledge it as an
unknown, instead of creating an object
and putting faith into it? It is a human
tendency, I think, to desire explanations,
but putting a god forth to explain our ex-
istence or powers that we don't unders-
tand shifts the responsibility of examina-
tion from the human side to the divine.
Such has been the history of gods
through human history. And it is precise-
ly this concept that leads to fanaticism,
because if humans have answers tailor-
made for them, there is no need to ex-
amine the questions at hand with an in-
dividual intelligence. Would it not be
possible for a "Church" to exist that
teaches humans how to live together
peacefully without the necessity of posi-
tioning the credit on an unknown being,
while at the same time admitting what
we don't know thus stimulating continual

research? Thus humankind could
shoulder the responsibility of its own ac-
tions and begin looking for answers from
ourselves, rather than laying blame and
giving credit to an unknown external
force.

JF: There is no question that in the
name of God and religion, much good
has been accomplished - but also much
evil. From the earliest moment in human
history, there has been a desire to know
that "the Gods are on our side." It is so
easy to create God in our image and to
think that as we think, so does God, as
we act, so does God. The name of God
has been dragged through the mud of the
human capacity for the control and sub-
jugation of others. In response of its
muddy past, there are many who no
longer can embrace religion while con-
tinuing the religious quest. This is
characteristic of our age, as the numbers
of those in mainline religions continues
to dwindle while the numbers of those
interested in spirituality continues to
grow. Religion can never lead a person
to abdicate personal responsibility for the
human condition. If religion makes us
less thoughtful, less sensitive, and more
secure in our values and lifestyle, then
it should be rejected. Religion must do
more than fill in the gaps of our inabili-
ty to understand the whole picture. It
must challenge us to constantly reap-
praise our values, motives, and actions.
It must enable us to embrace the present,
with all of its problems and inconsisten-
cies, and not keep our eyes only on
heaven. Humankind should indeed
shoulder the responsibility for its own
choices, but this does not exclude the
possibility of an adult, mature faith in
God which inspires and animates such
responsibility and not take it away.

Seidman Speaker's Background Suspect
by Lynn Tiede

Peace and Justice Center employee
Hubert Van Tol recently brought to
my attention the background of Thurs-
day night's Seidman lecture series
speaker, Allen Weinstein. Apparent-
ly, Mr. Weinstein has been involved
with two organizations: the National
Endowment for Democracy and the
Center for Democracy which have
both been linked with a network dubb-
ed "the democracy offensive" which
has been the main support for chan-
nelling U.S. public money to the Con-
tras. While purporting to be support-
ing the name of freedom against the
evil, communist Sandinista govern-
ment, this network has been criticiz-

ed for working dogmatically to create
an infrastructure in Nicaragua solely
dependent upon and supportive of the
U.S. political and economic institu-
tion. The infrastructure has been
created by building civic education,
support for political parties, promotion
of free enterprise, and information
exchange.

While perfect democracy may not
exist currently in Central America, his
network and Mr. Weinstein's organi-
zation's methods for implementing and
creating U.S.-Government-dependent
democracies makes one question
whether democracy is truly the term
to be used to describe the created
government. As Tom Barry writes

in the Fall 1989 issue of the Resource
Center Bulletin, "the democracy of-
fensive is at its heart fraudulent. It
arose not out of concern for
democratic principles but as a project
of U.S. national security. It boasts of
supporting democratic forces, but in
fact is in the business of creating a net-
work of pawns. It labels itself private
when it is almost totally dependent on
public funds. It calls itself democratic
when in fact the rhetoric of democracy
is used to disguise the offensive's
dependency on the U.S. government.
Finally, it loudly proclaims the
necessity of global freedom and liberty
when it functions as a smokescreen for
U.S. intervention."

(Continued On Page 7)
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What Heaven Is
by Rod White

Hell is-other people !-Sartre

"What if you don't get in?
My little sister asks me seriously,
Turning down the car radio.
"How will I know where you are?"
My foot presses the brake slowly.

A dog darts across the street
With his leash dragging the cement.
I tell her I hope I won't be dying
For a long time, but she asks me again
In the clearest, most matter-of-fact voice,
"How will I know where you are?"
And I look at her and begin wondering
How I should explain it to her.
I see a picture of tiny babies
Flapping their wings, floating in the clouds-
Vultures rise, tearing them to pieces.
I laugh and then hear myself tell her to look
Inside books with paranoid characters,
In Jackson Browne songs or Sylvia Plath
Poems, or inside a theater during the matinee
Watching a Woody Allen movie in a corner.
Or maybe even lurking somewhere
In Eddie Murphy's crazy laugh.
"But those people aren't you," she says
And I quickly correct her, explaining
They are more me than I am.

Wedding Receptions at The Lowenstein-Long House
- OR-

Top Me Out Hoss, This Champagne's Gooooood
by Web Webster

Two years ago I started serving at
wedding receptions at Lowenstein-
Long House. The fully restored Vic-
torian bed & breakfast has been the site
of more bizarre and strange wedding
receptions than one could possibly im-
agine. Trailer-park shotgun weddings,
Federal Express Christmas Parties and
grad school fraternity parties-all have
found their way to the LL House. But
of all of these, the reception is by far
the most socio-culturally interesting of
all.

The standard set-up is nothing too
terribly strange. ( atering itself to
smaller wedding parties (100-200). the
LL House offers champagne service,
a full table of interesting and appetiz-
ing hors d'ouvres and a feeling of old
custy money. The help (myself) is
dressed in a white waiter's jacket (I
look more like Alex. the Kroger Meat
Guy than anything else) and the cham-
pagne is served on silver trays.

The whole thing gives at least the il-
lusion of being a posh reception, the
type which the bride's parents are us-
ed to giving for 150 of their closest
friends at the drop of the hat. It could
be a very Gatsby-esque occasion.

Not. Having seen probably 40 wed-
dings/receptions over the past two
years, I can only conclude that such
things are uncomfortable hot stuffy af-
fairs with people walking around in
uncomfortable clothes, blabbing at
people whose names they won't
remember when the champagne is
flushed out of their system tomorrow
morning. Kind of like formals. (see
also "Formals and Other Occasions et
al," Sou'wester, 15 Feb 90).
Name of the Poison is Jaques Bonet

People's behavior around free things
is always fun to watch. I think it goes

with the philosophy which makes all-
you-can-eat buffets such a success.
The guests often feel like the cham-
pagne might run out and by God they
will get their fill thank you very much.
I've gotten pretty good at guaging
relative levels of intoxications and
lord, children let me tell you...

If drunk college students are a
heinous sight, adults under a three-
bottle-of-Franzia Brut-induced ram-

page are positively grotesque. I've
watched champagne being slammed,
spilled, sloshed, swizzled, ground in-
to the carpet, poured down dresses,
tossed into the fireplace and I don't
know what all. It's gotten to the point
that I won't touch the stuff.

The Players
Brides and grooms can be forced in-

to two categories. The Blissfully-in-
Love types and the Let's-Get-Out-of-
Here-Your--Parents/Pushy Domineer-
ing Friends-Will-Drive-Me-To-An-
Early-Grave types. The BIL's hardly
deserve mention. They gaze swimm-
ingly into eadh other's eyes and are
perfectly content to, after all the guests
have left, sit on a couch and whisper
things to each other. Those types
always give me a warm feeling, until
I realize I'm standing over a heater
vent.

But the LGO etc.'s are a llamma of
a different religious persuasion
altogether. And they are so easy to
recognize it's risible. The bride is
stressed and may have take a Valium.

Socialism 102: Nationalized Industries
by F. Grant Whittle

Last week, I had a few things to say
about worker-owned cooperatives.
Now, this system does fine for things
we don't really need, per se, like ice
cream, VCRs, cigarettes, and so forth.
There are other things, though, which
are absolutely necessities. We cannot
get on without them. Things like hous-
ing, staple foods, energy, transporta-
tion, health and medicine, education
or steel. These industries, by virtue of
their necessity, need to be under the
control of an impartial entity. They
need to be distributed on the basis of
need rather than on the basis of being
able to pay for them. In some cases,
the government already has a hand in
these industries anyway.

In large corporations, by virtue of
the great wealth that is controlled by
few hands, wield a huge amount of
power over everyone. If General
Motors decides to move a car plant out
of a city, to another country, that com-
munity will suffer because of the loss
of jobs. General Motors can freely in-
fluence our government through
powerful lobbying groups. By in-
sisting that such things as solar power
are not "economical" it can prevent
innovations that would significantly
help the environment. The list goes on.
Large corporations, it seems, have lost
sight of the long term and are
operating only to maximize profits.
They are oftentimes more powerful
than nations and they cannot be fet-
tered by any power. They answer to
no one. Finally, corporations make
things we all need, but have the right
to distribute them to anyone they

The groom, uncomfortable in his mor-
ning coat probably cut himself shav-
ing and is sweating a lot. This type of
reception is the most amusing to be a
part of.

Call me catty and snide, but there
is something hysterical in watching all
the guests talk about the bride, while
the jilted ex-girl friend who was in-
vited out of courtesy gets wasted and
talks about how the groom's mustache
always smelled like peanut butter.

I can legitimately understand the
mother's place in the wedding. She is
there to make sure that everything goes
off hitch-free. Her son/daughter is go-
ing to have a fantastic wedding, unlike
hers when Uncle Bob ended up hitting
on one of the waitresses. She is in
charge of fretting and clutching her
handkerchief and worrying whether
the guests are having fun. The fathers
of the Bride and Groom are either out
on the front porch, smoking Winstons
and talking about the scrap metal
bidness or they hate each other and
seek to avoid each other at all costs.

Weddings are amusing affairs, I
think. It's almost as though the recep-
tion was for everyone else in the fami-
ly and coterie of friends to come
together and brag and boast and do all
of the other things that make parties
the wondrous strange occassions that
they never fail to end up being.

But for some strange reason, I like
working there. I guess its like this.
Most people never get the chance to
be waited upon, hand and foot, though

choose. Those who cannot pay for
food, housing, clothing, heat, and so
forth, often go without.

What I am proposing, then, is that
corporations like Mobil, Exxon, U.S.
Steel, Humana, Hospital Corporation
of America, and so forth ought to be
taken over by the government. They
should be run in much the same way
as worker-owned cooperatives: the

mxiscellary

people who work for them would
make major decisions and elect their
own managers. The power would be
decentralized and localised. These cor-
porations would be divided into small
units which would operate in small
areas of the company. A board of
overseers, elected directly by the peo-
ple (just like we elect congress) would
govern each industry and make sure
that certain standards would be met.

The national industries would be
allowed to operate in the way their
workers choose within certain boun-
daries to insure that everyone in the
country would have equal access to
their services. Ideally (and that is, if
we were to have an equal-income
society where the difference in wealth
we know today were abolished) all
these services would be provided free
to everyone. But as our income struc-
ture is not ideal, those who afford to
pay would bear the brunt of the costs,

I never understood that expression. If
I can make them feel important for
four hours on one Saturday night then
that is a good thing. And despite the
fun I've made of them here, most

while those who earned under a cer-
tain amount (say $20,000 a year or so)
would be provided the same services
for free. The government, through tax-
ation, would subsidise prices and help
pay the employers.

We could certainly improve many
industries considerably. For instance,
there isn't the strong network of public
transportation that we used to have.
People often have no choice about get-
ting to work or school except to drive,
thus we have crowded highways and
polution. We need to resurrect our
train system (regardless of whether it
operates at a loss or not) and provide
cheap, efficient transportation for
everyone. (Someday, we'll talk about
making cars illegal.)

Decentralisation of power cannot be
emphasised enough. The goverment
would take as little part as possible to
guarantee equal standards across the
nation. Small companies would pro-
vide these services to insure the most
minimal bureaucracy. Further, smaller
companies would be more responsive
to the needs of their particular regions.
Lastly, their power would be check-
ed. They could not run out of control
like private corporations do, but in-
stead will act in the interests of the
people they serve.

Again, the emphasis is on respon-
ding to the people directly effected by
a company, rather than the
stockholders. The purpose of a
hospital or a refinery should not be to
make profits but to help sick people
and to provide fuel for people.
Peace.

guests are extremely appreciative of
the service I render.

That and the fact that the money's
pretty good. I guess I'll keep working
there.

274-0246
527-1040
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Countdown To Earth Day: Get Off Your Arse

by Heinreich Steinmueller
Creation is dying. In the last few

decades, humanity has become a true
global force, altering the world in
numerous significant ways. These
changes are causing a subtle, but ac-
celerated extinction process that may
prove as severe as the event that
destroyed the dinosaurs 65 million
years ago. Unfortunately, our
biological and cultural evolution have
prepared us to react only to sudden
events, not lethal trends. In order to
survive, humanity must develop
foresight. We must quickly take steps
to restore the balance between our
species and the Earth's capacity to sup-
port it.

Doing this requires a new manner
of thinking by individuals. We must
realize that all of us are the genisis of
the problem, and that together we can
be the solution. Taking responsibility
for one's personal behavior is a good
beginning. It means recognizing and
refusing to participate in environmen-
tally corrupt practices - refusing, for
example, buying tropical wood, fast-
food hamburgers, or anything else that
does not serve the Earth. Social norms
involved in purchasing such products
reflect either ignorance or apathy, and
should be curtailed. After all, the
Earth is not being destroyed by the in-
dustrialist alone, but by every con-
sumer as well.

In light of this information, it is time
to take action. Cutting down per capita
garbage generation is a good way to
start caring. Americans throw away an
average of 3.5 lbs. of garbage per day.
This represents 30% weight volume
and 50% total volume for the trash
currently entering our landfills. It is
estimated that one third of U.S. cities'
landfills will close in 2-3 years, and
that one half will be closed in 10 years.
Additionally, the number of possible
safe future sites is dwindling. Unless
everyone chips in and does their part,
America will be beseiged with a ma-
jor waste disposal problem.

Generally speaking, there are two
ways individuals can reduce the
amount of garbage they generate:
precycling and recycling. In 1989 the
city of Berkley, CA initiated a cam-
paign encouraging consumers to buy
food and beverages packaged in bio-

gradable or recyclable materials. The
term "precycling" was coined to
describe these actions. Plastics, the
main target of precycling, have a dual
adverse effect on the environment.
This nonbiogradable material presents
an obvious disposal problem in itself,
while at the same time its production
process creates vast amounts of toxic
and hazardous wastes. The average
American uses about 200 lbs. of
plastic a year, mostly in the form of
packaging. Some 120 lbs. of this is
discarded immediately upon opening.
Packaging waste as a whole accounts
for nearly one third of all garbage in
the U.S. There are numerous ways to
precycle. Some include: buying food
and beverages packaged in aluminum
and glass, buying produce loose
(without the plastic bags), buying in
bulk to minimize packaging and costs,
and carrying your own washable cloth
bags when shopping. Better yet, refuse
to use a bag at all. Even paper bags
have high environmental costs - they
are made only of virgin timber due to
strength requirements. If 10% of
Americans precycled 10% of the time,
plastic waste could be reduced by 144
million lbs., sending a strong message
to manufacturers.

Polystyrene foam, a.k.a. "styro-
foam", is another material that we as
consumers should reject. Like plastics,
its synthesis is harmful to the environ-
ment, releasing ozone eating
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's).
Polystyrene is completely non-
biodegradable - 500 years from now
the cup that held your morning coffee
may still be lying on the Earth's sur-
face. Styrofoam takes up lots of space
relative to weight, adding further to
landfill problems. Additionally, it is
deadly to marine life, breaking into
small, lethal pellets that resemble
food. According to the folks in the
Rat, the styrofoam at Rhodes is not
manufactured with CFC's. In light of
styrofoam's many other faults,
however, it would be much more ef-
ficient to carry a reusable personal
container. Who knows, you may even
be able to find a cool looking mug to
hold your coffee. Fast-food places
(especially McDonald's) should be
avoided; They contribute to ecological
destruction in numerous ways. Does

it really taste that good?

There are many other ways to
reduce personal waste, most of which
involve substituting permanent items
for disposables. Some suggestions in-
clude cloth napkins (or one paper-
napkin in the Rat), reusable containers
for food storage, washable rags to
clean up spills, electric razors (or ones
with a reusable handle), and
rechargable batteries. With some com-
mon sense and a little ingenuity you
can add to this list. If all else fails, ex-
amine the contents of your trash can
for ideas. You may even find
something good to eat.

Most people are already familiar
with the concept of recycling, which
involves seperating renewable wastes
like glass, paper and aluminum for
processing and reuse. Campus Green
conveniently provides a mechanism
for this at Rhodes, so let's use it. Bring
those Milwaukee's Best Light cans
back from the River. It's amazing how
much can add up - full landfills are
the prime example. There are many
other simple ways to lessen your per-
sonal impact on the environment: tak-
ing shorter showers, turning out the
lights, not leaving the water running
while brushing teeth, shaving, and so
on.

In conclusion, one surmises that it
takes a concerted effort to be eco-
conscious every day. This is the
challenge. We are preconditioned
towards certain products, materials,
and lifestyles that are difficult to give
up. Often alternatives are unavailable,
must be ordered, or are very expen-
sive. Seperating and lugging trash to
recycling centers takes precious time
and effort. However, there is no ques-
tion that individual actions make a dif-
ference. Manufacturers will eventually
cater to demand with good products,
and prices of these goods will drop as
more people buy them. Around the
globe massive changes are occurring
in institutions we used to think were
immutable, changes that are occurring
because individuals made different
choices than they had the day before.
It is ultimately up to each of us to
decide what kind of world we want
and then to act to make it that way.

Ron Henry stares disbelievingly at Anita Davis, who portrayed Oprah Win-
frey in last week's mock talk show.

Women's Studies Program Approved
by Elizabeth Orr but more will be added.

A Women's Studies program has been "Feminist scholars tend to be more
approved for Rhodes College's cur- wholistic and resist compartmentaliz-
riculum next year. The introduction of ing ideas but rather make efforts to see (
the program will begin with an in- how things come together," says Pro-
troductory course taught by Professor fessor Walton of the Women's Studies "
Walton of the Psychology Department program. According to her, the study
and Professor Ziegler of the Religious of women has revolutionized thinking
Studies Department. Currently there about women and men.
are 450 colleges and universities na- The group of students and faculty
tionwide that are affiliated with the na- that worked to bring the program to T
tional women's studies program and Rhodes consulted with Natalie Ander-
many more that have Women's Studies son, the Director of Women's Studies
but are not affiliated, at Swarthmore College and Professor .

Many have been pushing for the of English Literature. Since Swarth-
program and according to Professor more began its program, "the number a
Walton it has taken about ten years to of men enrolled in Women's Studies
get it approved. There have been two courses has increased steadily," ac-
interdisciplinary courses in Women's cording to Anderson and she expects .
Studies in 1982 and '83 with enormous the same results from Rhodes' men,
enrollment. She believes that the ac- of whom many have signed up and Y
ceptance came through this year done well in women's issue classes.
because there is now more faculty sup- A celebration of the opening of t
port and professors that have an in- Women's Studies program will be held T
terest in women's issues. Many of the in March after Spring Break and in
classes that will be a part of the pro- October of next year there will be a
gram's curriculum are already offered Formal Inauguration of the program.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Captain Sam Blanchard
678-2933

Eavesdropping At The Forties Fantasy
by Will Mounger

Parents' Weekend reached its
climax last weekend on Saturday night
at the Forties Fantasy in the refectory.
I went alone (thanks Mom and Dad)
at about 9:30 to experience the "fan-
tasy" for myself. It was kind of like
going to some ball where triples were
the norm. Everywhere there were
groups of three formally dressed peo-
ple. It made me feel a little underdress-
ed in my jeans and t-shirt. As I arriv-
ed at the dining hall, I discovered that
it really didn't matter what I wore. It
was absolutely pitch black dark. I
knew there were people in the room
only by the music and voices. I could
also see glow-in-the-dark necklaces
floating through the air. After some
hesitation, I decided to enter.

As I walked into the dining hall, I
noticed parents paying three bucks a
piece to get in while students went in
free.

I planned to ask some questions of
the parents designed to obtain answers
that would thrill, delight, and shock us
all after they left. I had questions like
"So how do you feel about the recent
string of sex orgies in Wiliford?" and
"Do you object to the new campus
drug legalization policy?" But alas, it
was not to be so. The room was so
dark that I had trouble walking around,
much less determining who actually
was or was not a parent. After a few
unsuccessful attempts I did what any
Rhodes student who eats in the Rat
would do. I walked over to the food
table and feasted.

While at the table I was able to
overhear a few random pieces of con-
versation which I will present here in
lieu of any worthwhile material. I will
keep the identity of the speakers secret
as I have no idea of what was said.

"I want one of those big silver heart
balloons."

"No Dad, they're for decoration."
"Hey look, I pay 15,000 dollars a

year to this school. I'll take a damn
balloon if I want one."

"Hey, have you seen a lady with
two green glowing necklaces in her
hair?"

"No."
"Good."
"I think you're skimping on the

alcohol in these drinks, bartender."
"Hey dudes, can you play 'Back in

Black'?"
"Pass the brown bag, Ma."
"You know, I bet Jim Daughdrill

pockets half the money we pay to this
school."

"Dad, don't forget to give me the
$600 for the midterm environmental
awareness deposit."

"Excuse me, could you get your dad
away from my girlfriend?"

Maybe we should try turning off all
the lights at the next Pub party.

Campus
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LEGALIZATION: Have We Any Choice?
by S. Stinson Liles

The policy of the current administra-
tion of our nation is diametrically op-
posed to drug legalization of any kind.
In 1987, Congress, in its anti-drug
law, declared that in the war on drugs,
"there can be no substitute for total
victory." Does this mean that the
government will not stop its war on
drugs until it has put every drug of-
fender in prison or to death? What are
the implications of such a statement?

First, we have to take into account
that it is political near-suicide to ex-
press any other view. Because of their
fear of the majority, our elected of-
ficials are refusing to even listen to
debate on the issue. K. Brooks
Thomas, a Regional Counsel in Miami

- for The Customs Service is presently
opposed to legalization .. .but even
this spokesman for the agency with top
responsibility for keeping drugs out of
Florida was "appalled when members
of congress indicated it would be un-
thinkable to debate such a thing." The
pro-legalization minority is rapidly
growing. The New York Times
reports that

Until [1987], the advocates of
legalization were a tiny minority on
the fringes of the national debate on
drugs. They included [William F.]
Buckley, who is the editor of the
National Review; Milton Fried-
man, the free-market economist
who won the 1976 Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economic Science [and]
the Libertarian Party.
In April 1988, though, a former

Assistant United States Attorney who
had just become Mayor of Baltimore,
Kurt Schmoke, told the Conference of
Mayors that we were losing the war
on drugs and should "at least have a
national debate about decriminalizing
drugs." If these people in positions of

power are putting their professional
reputations on the line for just a debate
... shouldn't our government at least
not rule out discussion?

Second, the war on drugs, simply,
cannot be won (remember Prohibi-
tion?). This is the basic tenet on which
the anti-abolitionists base their
arguments. Charles Murray, author of
Losing Ground, a book that influenc-
ed the Reagan administration's policies
on welfare questions this no-substitute-
for-total-victory idea and asks
lawmakers, "Exactly how many peo-
ple are you willing to put in jail? Is it
really feasible? Do you really want
that kind of police state?"

We can all agree that it would be
peachy to rid the country of all drugs
forever ... but to consider no other
solutions than this closed-minded ap-
proach is insanely unrealistic.

Third, legalization makes drugs a
health problem-not a criminal justice
problem. Decriminalizing drugs yanks
the market out from under the dealers.

The pro-legalizationists argue that
by putting the market in the hands of
regulated businesses, the government
can monitor purity and spend taxation
revenues on treatment and not some
unwinnable war. Without the HUGE
burden of policing all drug activity,
police forces could concentrate on
those offending the new government
standards (easily, a job with at least
conceivable success.).

Clearly, some alternatives to present
policy need to be considered. The con-
servative columnist William F.
Buckley, as mentioned before, is a
supporter of legalization and predicts
its ultimate acceptance. Decriminaliza-
tion will "inevitably prevail," he says,
"because the alternatives are becom-
ing increasingly discredited."

From the Middle
Of the Fence

by Mark Albright
Okay, I see how this drug thing has

people in a big panic. I mean, people
who use drugs probably would like to
use them legally, right? And none of
them are really going to admit they
have a problem, right? And most peo-
ple who don't use drugs probably
don't care to see them legalized, right?
And a lot of them don't use drugs for
moral reasons so they don't want other
people using them, right? Yeah, I can
see how people are taking this whole
thing personally.

Of course, a lot of people are
already using drugs, so it might be a
good idea to just go ahead and make
them legal. After all, if enough peo-
ple want to use them, it seems like they
just ought to have the right to.

Then you get into this thing about
morality. People who have a moral
about not using drugs don't want to let
other people use them either.

But do we know drugs are bad? Cer-
tainly some people hurt themselves
with drugs, but does that mean they
should be any different than alcohol or
guns? I mean not all drugs are physic-
vally addictive. And even if they are,
don't people have a right to choose
their own vices?

Of course, we can see how some
people aren't really capable of mak-
ing good decisions for themselves.
particularly when it comes to drugs.

On the other hand, legalizing drugs
would cut down on organized crime.
Drug prices would drop, smugglers
would forced out of business.

The question is, which is worse:
violent, organized crime infesting the
country like an open sore, or doped
up, broken down drug addicts plagu-

Doug Kilday: He's Quite a Guy
by Jonathan Smoke

Rhodes has produced many people
who have gone on to far bigger and
better things, and it continues to do the
same with each person who passes
through its hallowed halls. Doug Kil-
day, the 1989-90 Honor Council presi-
dent and the recent recipient of a top-
ten lawyer award at the National Mock
Trial competition, is one of those peo-
ple whom we now recognize as being
one of those people destined for
greatness. Therefore, in order to re-
main on the cutting edge and to leave
behind a testament to the real Doug
Kilday in the Annals of Rhodes
History, this roving reporter set out on
a quest to find out just who this Doug
Kilday is and what makes him tick.

Against Mr. Kilday's will, I manag-
ed to get a few questions through to
his family while they were here at
Rhodes last weekend. His parents, Bill
and Genie Kilday, happily answered
my questions. When I asked how
much he weighed at birth, they quickly
responded, "eight pounds, two
ounces," as if they had just finished
shining his bronzed baby shoes. So
then I asked them the question on all
of our minds-Did Doug resemble
Ben Matlock as an infant? "Why yes.

Especially when he had on his seer-
sucker sun suit." As far as his ability
to argue, they said that all credit goes
to his sister, Kathy.

I then tried to get the real low down
on Doug from his little brother, Dan-
ny, but Doug sat there giving him the
you'd better-not-say-that look, so he
was reluctant. However, he did tell me
that although Doug doesn't know it,
whenever Doug's at school, he has
frineds over and they stay in Doug's
room and play with his stuff. And
although he couldn't say it out of fear
for his life, his eyes told me that they
trashed the place.

Well, that was good, but not good
enough for an inquiring mind that
wanted to know more. So next I ap-
proached Graig Gibson, whom I was
told transported Doug to and from east
Tennessee every break. As if the two
have something to hide about their tor-
rid get-aways, Craig wouldn't say
much except that "Doug sleeps a lot
and he hates my 8-track player."
Other sources report that the two have
been seen at several McDonald's bet-
ween Memphis and Knoxville.

Finally I hit pay dirt with Eddie
Sanders, Doug's roommate. I asked
Eddie what it is like to have slept in

the same room with Doug for almost
four years, and he said, "It's hard to
describe. It's probably the soundest
I've ever slept, knowing that Doug is
curled up in front of the door to 1 e cr
out predatorial professors and theL:
ilk." I then asked Eddie if Doug ever
resembled Ben Matlock early in the
morning. He said, "No. But he does
have this irritating habit of calling me
Opie a lot."

I then inquired about a "Ball of
Death," a prized possession of Doug
and Eddie. Asked who would keep the
precious ball of tape when Doug and
Eddie part their ways, Eddie said,
"We plan on sending it U.P.S. back
and forth in a death-proof teflon box
each Christmas. That way we get it for
a year at a time. President Daughdrill
will flip a coin at graduation to see
who gets it first."

To round off this perfect portrait of
Mr. Kilday, I can report two other
great comments that I heard about
him. Ben Smith, a classmate of Mr.
Kilday, said of him, "He's got a great
hard drive." I sure hope that means
Doug has a computer. Finally, a facul-
ty member who must remain
anonymous, remarked, "He's
beautiful. Simply beautiful."
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Must Say No to Drugs
by Kenneth Geers

Sometimes it sure seems to me that
we, as the human race, find it impossi-
ble to rejoice in life unless we are
flinging ourselves headlong into the
swamps of confusion and depths of
mindlessness. Will the ultimate
orgasm only come when we're all
down to the last cell of healthy tissue
that God has given us?

One thing I love about my depart-
ment and field is that I always have the
sense that I am dealing with timely,
important issues. And I get asked to
do a piece on what? For crying out
loud (as my Grandma Wanda is wont
to say), on whether or not American
citizens should be allowed to pass a J
around the steps of Capitol Hill, so
they'll feel important too!

You liberals ought to be ashamed of
yourselves. Can you not find anything
in the world nobler to fight for? Oh
death and destruction! Oh agony and
despair! Sounds like the same old
broken record to me. Well, your ideas
sound good on the surface but are rot-
ten and putrid to the core! There's
almost no doubt that drugs make you
feel good but they are certainly not
good for you. I hearken to the days of
our grandparents. So soon have those
romantic days been forgotten and
paited with the hip brush of ignorance
and prehistory. "Dude, we have ar-

ing the picturesque countryside of
America?

But enough of that wishy washiness.
Now down to the real business:

Alcohol should be legal. Enough
said.

Heroin (and other opiates for that
matter) should be strictly illegal. The
thought of physical addiction scares
me to death. Besides, there's the law

rived. It's 1990 and now we know
what's important in this world" Give
me one big break.

I think we would all agree'"that
parents should sometimes say no to
their children. Right? Further, I bet
that I could easily find a majority of
Americans who would tell their kids
(even, if not especially, the users
themselves) that they may not use
drugs. Doesn't it not seem logical and.
necessary that these two undeniable
statements be manifested into law?
Saying yes to drugs would simply be
officially sanctioning mind alteration
and death invitation. Enjoying them
has nothing to do with it (which seems
to me to be the main drive behind us-
ing them-for the sheer hell of it).
Many things, including sex, are not
displeasing to the senses, but overin-
dulgence can unarguably often lead to
the same compromising cir-
cumstances. And if we did it, how
would we do it? First marijuana, then
heroin, then on to Gerber Crack for
toddlers? Just the other day there were
some seventeen year old girls in
Glassell borrowing IDs to get into 616.
At some point in life lines inevitably
need to be drawn. I beseech us all to
take what few (however small the
amount) brain cells we have left and
focus them on somewhat more
dignified polemics.

of diminishing returns. The more
hooked you are the less kick you get.
Doesn't sound very recreational to me.

Nitrous oxide is fine.
Acid should be strictly illegal. I've

experimented with it over 100 times,
and I've yet to have a really good trip.

Marijuana should be legal
everywhere except 3rd Floor
Townsend.

Proposed Honor Council
Changes Spark Debate

by Margaret Maxwell
and Aimee Goffinet

We as senior Honor Council
Representatives encourage each stu-
dent to take his or her choice serious-
ly in next week's Honor Council Elec-
tions. This is no popularity contest.
Each and every student is affected by
the Honor Council; therefore, each
student must carefully consider his or
her vote. Take the time to ask prospec-
tive representatives how they feel
about the Honor Code-concerning
penalties, changes, and why they want
to serve.

It is crucial to remember that the
people you elect decide whether an of-
fense warrants expulsion, suspension,
or probation. Because our Honor
System is a moral one, rather than a
legal one, the personal opinions of the
council members play a decisive role
in the outcome of a trail.

Each year the Honor Council
reviews and revises the current Con-
stitution; next week, in addition to
selecting new members, the student
body will vote on this year's propos-
ed changes. Because certain issues
have caused debate within the council
they will not be presented to the stu-

dent body for a vote. However, the
students and faculty should be inform-
ed of their existence.

The first issue concerns the election
of two additional freshmen represen-
tatives. The council currently has two
freshman representatives (1 female, 1
male) while all other classes have four
(2 female, 2 male). The reasoning
behind the current numbers is that
typically freshmen do not have as
mature an uderstanding of the honor
system as do upperclassmen. Among
other problems, a freshman's lack of
experience within an honor system
could adversely affect the vote of the
entire council. The proposed change
would allow equal representation
regardless of understanding.

The second proposal creates a new
penalty between one term of suspen-
sion and probation; an alternative
choice of penalty between these ex-
trems is something that some hono
Council members feel may benefit
students brought to trial. At this time,
if a student is found guilty of an
academic offense and is suspended for
one term, he or she receives a failing
grade "F" in the class in question and

(Continued on Page 7)
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Chess Info able to actually beat James, 1st year were Hans Forsell, a Swedish ex-

Last week, James Jones, chess ex- student David Trainor was able to change student, and Jeff Graham

pert and president of the Memphis force a draw; Kenneth Geers also (Randy's not so little little brother)
Chess Club, played a 14 person played a formidable game. who happened to be here during
chess simultaneous. Among the The three hour simultaneous was parents weekend. Gary Greene took
players were seven year old Allison followed, on Saturday, by the 2nd third place while Kellee LaCount
Kamhi, and Bill Fortune of the All-Ranking Rhodes Chess Tourna- defeated Najeeb Jan to take the title.
security staff. While nobody was ment. Among the eight contestants

-n

Now Playing At The Media Center
by Crickette Rumley really bad in this film, but they're sup-

Arts Editor posed to. The only thing is there seems
If the lack of money is what's keep- to be some major inconsistencies in the

ing you in the dorm room on Friday portrayal of the lives of blacks in the
nights studying, life may be looking South during the 1930s ... see it and
up. The Media Center in the library decide for yourself if you believe it.
will now allow students to check out Do The Right Thing: seems like it
feature films for free. Although it is lasts forever. It is an excellent film,
not Blockbuster and they don't tend to though, that deals with racism in a
have the latest in occult flicks, they do New York neighborhood. It portrays
have a variety of films that are worth the prejudices that all people harbor,
seeing. I r:.c- : aend: not just those of whites towards blacks

Citizen Kane: the classic Orson or vice versa, but the prejudices of and
Welles film. Youg tq is, and look- towards Hispanics and Asians as well.
ing good, Welles ~, directed, and By the end of the film you will be
starred in this film axm - ower. It is questioning your own feelings about
loosely based on the life of rnfwspaper other ethnic groups, and the use of
magnate William Randolph Hearst violent versus peaceful demands for
(and got Orson in some serious trou- change. And on top of that, it is ab-
ble in Hollywood). Timely and in- solutely hilarious. Watch out for thc;
teresting even forty years later. old men on the corner and the guy with

The Color Purple: a four hanky the Nikes.
film ... I admit I did cry. Chills ran When Harry Met Sally: a cute lit-
down my spine when Miss Shug sang tle film: I don't have a lot to say about
"Sister" to Miss Celie. Whoopie it except that it's a good way to kill
Goldberg and Oprah Winfrey look a couple of hours. You've probably

Beyond The Gothic Village: This Week in Memphis
by Drew Conner

THURSDAY, MARCH 1:
Antenna: Private Sector; Lou's Place: Front Street Blues Band; Murphy's:
Charlie Woods; North End: Thursday Night Group; Rum Boogie Cafe: Don
McMahon and the Rum Boogie Band; Boogie Rock: Eddie Harrison & Shortcuts

FRIDAY, MARCH 2:
Antenna: Judge Crater & The Hilltops; Lou's Place: Front Street Blues Band;
North End: Sid Selvidge; New Daisy: Canine Arts; Proud Mary's: Mama Terra,
Crystal Dew; Rum Boogie Cafe: Don McMahon and the Rum Boogie Band;
Boogie Rock: Del-Tones.

SATURDAY, MARCH 3:
Antenna: Human Radio, Jane his wife; Lou's Place: Front Street Blues Band;
Midway Cafe: Natchez; North End: Sid Selvidge; New Daisy: Idiot Servant;
Proud Mary's: Crystal Dew, Psycic Plowboys; Rum Boogie Cafe: Don
McMahon and the Rum Boogie Band;Boogie Rock: RB and the Gang.

SUNDAY, MARCH 4:
Antenna: Resistors; North End: ARGO; Rum Boogie Cafe: James Govan and
Rick Harvey; Boogie Rock: Drug Store Cowboys.

already seen the infamous orgasm-in-
the-restaurant scene on Entertainment
Tonight. Other highlights include the
look on Billy Crystal's face the morn-
ing after and Meg Ryan spraying
hairspray all over her 1970s-Farrah
Fawcett hairdo and Billy Crystal's
face.

Twins: cute little film part two. The
plot is just a little farfetched. Arnold
Schwarzeneggar sheds his Robocop
image as this huge genius who thinks
that violence is uncivilized. His twin
is, of all people, Danny DeVito, who
is so slimy in this film that I'm sur-
prised he doesn't slither. They are
really funny together.

Clockwork Orange: one of the
most disturbing films I've ever seen.
A Stanley Kubrick classic, it is about
violence, the role of the government
in the lives of the people, and the evil
of science. It could ruin your day if
you're in a good mood, but if you can
sit through the whole thing, it has a
very valid political statement about
humanity.

Cry Freedom: very political movie
about South Africa. Kevin Kline plays
a liberal newspaper editor who meets
black activist Stephan Biko. They
become friends, Biko is arrested and
dies in prison, Kline speaks out and is
put under in-house arrest. He eventual-
ly takes his family out of the country,
where he writes Biko's story. Cry
Freedom is very motivating. My on-
ly problem is that this is another story
about the black man told from the view
of the white man.

These are just a few of the films that
they now have at the Media Center.
Students must have a valid student I.D.
in order to check anything out. The
loan period is 24 hours during the
week, Friday afternoon until Monday
morning during the weekend. Get the
tape in on time or you'll have to pay
the $1.00 late fee.

Movie My Left Foot
Review : by Tommy Layfield, Movie Editor

If only anticipation assured fulfill- slip in the script brought on at least a
ment . . . Months after its national handful of laughter, including my
release, My Left Foot, the story of own, thus robbing the scene of its
Christy Brown, is now playing in effectiveness.
Memphis. Let me say first of all that, While I am not questioning the
after some self-reflection, I have come authenticity of the moment (I presume
to the conclusion that I am neither par- the script closely follows the
ticularly hard-hearted nor insensitive. autobiography), I do wonder at the
However, my negative reaction to this decision to transfer the event to film.
movie made me question my capacity Unfortunately, the movie is built.
to feel. Who wouldn't feel just a bit around such scenes. As the film runs
cruel after not enjoying "a story about its course, Christy saves his mother's
life, laughter, and the occasional life, provides heat for the family in '
miracle"? But, since it turns out that winter, blocks a soccer ball with his
I am capable of sympathy and emotion head, scores a-goal in a soccer game
after all, I can say with relatively lit- on his first attempt, saves his mother's :
tie guilt that My Left Foot is a major money from a fire, and nearly saves
disappointment and certainly not worth .his father's life. My stance is this:
the wait. Even if all these events really happen- 3

The film chronicles the first twenty- ed, their recreation on-screen draws
seven years or so of the remarkable attention to their improbability. Even
life of Christy Brown, a talented ar- if we were to recognize these happen-
tist and author born in 1932 in Dublin. ings as historical certainties, they
Assumed to be an imbecile by would still reek of sentimentality and
everyone except his mother, Christy idealization on film. s
spends his first eleven years in a strug- To be fair, director Jim Sheridan
gle to find a mode of articulation, a To be fair, director Sherdan
task made nearly impossible because seems to try to steer away from
of his disability. Born with cerebral manipulation as often as possible, for-
palsy, Christy is unable to speak or the tone he adopts towards his pro-
control any of his limbs, except for the tagonist rarely wavers in its frankness.
appendage named in the title of both As Brown reaches the age of maturi-

the film and the autobiography. After ty, Sheridan calls attention to his im-
over a decade of being the object of maturity. Day-Lewis's Christy is,
pity and scorn, Christy clutches a often as much of a jerk as a genius, 'pity and se c of c halk with histy cluthes and especially when he is drunk. The pointpiee of chalk with his first word at which Christy learns that Eileen is
MOTHER. As his talent for painting marrying another man is especially ef-emerges during his late adolescence, fective, as Christy, in a drunken rage,

a female doctor, Eileen Cole, (played causes an extremely ugly scene in a
by Fiona Shaw) befriends him by restaurant. Although the scene made
byleading him through speech therapy me uncomfortable as hell, it containsleading him through speech therapyy
and arranging for a private showing of more real emotion than any other part
his art. After eventually coming to of the movie. Sheridan's tone also
grips with mistaking Dr. Eileen's in- allows for genuine humorous

terest for love, Christy rechannels his responses - at times he makes your
expression into writing. The film is feel uncomfortable for not being will-

framed by a reception for the twenty- ing to laugh at a disfigured individual.

seven year old author, who eventual- The director's frankness doesn't quite"seven ye marries the nurse attending him at overshadow the fantastical qualities of,
ly marries the nurse attending him at the film, though. The score often calls
the gathering. too much attention to importantt

Hugh O'Conor plays the central moments, while the cinematography,:
character during his childhood, and the by Jack Conroy has an annoying
young actor convincingly conveys the "Every-day-is-like-Sunday" quality.
pent-up frustration, while blending ex- The comparison stops here: Mor-
tremely well with Daniel Day-Lewis, rissey's song is entertaining, because
who takes over the role at the time of it's ironic, but the look of the filmn
late adolescence. Unfortunately, while wallows in being self-consciously
O'Conor is on-screen, the combination drab. P erhap s the dullness of the
of a child, crippling disease, and drab. Perhaps the dullness of the
idealized family life is too much. cinematography was meant to contrast-
Whether intentional or not, this com- with Mrs. Brown (played by Brenda

bination doesn't allow much of any Fricker), whose face radiates un-

sort of response except pity. And, as naturally throughout the film. .

is often the case whenever a sym- The only perfect aspect of My Left
pathetic response seems to be demand- Foot is its star. Daniel Day-Lewisf
ed, the result can be a cynical anti- never makes a mistake in his portrayal ,i
response. Example: During Christy's and he manages to bring out the unex-
first breakthrough with the chalk, the pected sides of Christy Brown - his
entire curious family gathers around, sexuality and his humor. The soles
The father dismisses Christy's efforts reason I can recommend going to see
as "scribble" after the initial lines are this movie would be to watch Day'

drawn, but Mrs. Brown senses that Lewis in yet another amazing role.:
there is something more. "Go on now, Otherwise, the only thing this movie
Christy," she urges, as the proves is that a foreign film doesn~Y'
background music builds. "Make your guarantee an absence of melodrama,.
mark." This absurdly melodramatic Or maybe I'm just cynical.
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Lynx Fall to Centre in Season Finale

*" The Memphis Lacrosse Club went undefeated in last weekend's tournament here at Rhodes

Memphis Wins, Rhodes Almost Wins
by Eric Cardenas

It was a chilly weekend as six teams
played and checked hard at the
Memphis-Rhodes Lacrosse Tourna-
niTent last weekend on the Back 40.
Tjhe Memphis Club went undefeated
the entire weekend, while Rhodes lost
twice, but still beat Ole Miss. The
other teams represented included
Western Illinois, Birmingham Club,
and the University of Tennessee.

Rhodes came out to a roaring start
oih Saturday morning as attackman
Eic Cardenas scored the first goal of
the day against UT within ten seconds
of the opening whistle. Even though
Rhodes went on to score three more

goals by Kyle Marks, Rob Galvin, and
John Matsek, UT ended up dominating
the Lynx 10-4 by the final whistle.

The afternoon proved more fruitful
for Rhodes as the team revenged the
morning's loss by destroying Ole Miss
10-2. "They're a good team to beat up
on," said Rhodes' goalie Steven
Burns, who only let two fluke shots get
by, "we were confident of the win,
and we let 'em have it." The plethora
of scorers in that game included attack-
Men Andrew Schaffner, Michael
Brown, and Eric Cardenas, as well as
middies Brad "Sauerkraut"
Diestelhorst, Kyle Marks, John
"Green Gloves" Matsek, Jay Mason,

centre Wins WIAC Crown;
Lady Lynx Take Third

by Brad Todd, Sports Editor
The Centre Lady Colonels used two

second-half comebacks to defeat Baseball N
Rhodes and Maryville for the
Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Con-
ference championship at Mallory The Rhodes baseball te
Gymnasium last weekend. season started in high
I The Lady Colonels, who entered the weekend with a home sti
tgurnament as the top seed, trailed the Sewanee and a double
host lady Lynx 35-30 in the semi-finals Millington.
,before rallying for a 63-69 overtime The arch-rival Tigers
victory. In the finals, they fell behind Stauffer Field for a single
Maryville 30-29 at the half but went day afternoon and a dou
on to win 59-56. Saturday. Rhodes' will

Nell Tarter led the lady Colonels in favor later in the season.
lfoth games with 14 and 18 points. Sunday, Rhodes faces
. Rhodes finished third in the tourna- three best teams on its sche
ment, routing Fisk 91-43.in the con- span of a few hours. The
solation game. Ellen Thompson led the Air Force Academy i
Rhodes in scoring in the tournament held of a double header a
with 51 points in three games, in- the Naval Academy in the
cluding a 25-point effort against Cen- at Millington. The Midsh
tre in the semi-finals. Amy Culpepper the Lynx will be playing
added 40 points, including 18 in the Olympic training site for th
consolation game. secutive year. The Falcons

Tournament scores: Rhodes 74, ed since they will be in to
Sewanee 24; Centre 63, Rhodes 61; Navy on Saturday. It will I
Maryville 74, Fisk 58; Rhodes 91, time two service academies
fisk 48; Centre 59, Maryville 56. faced each other in baseba
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and Rob"Junior" Galvin.
However, the tables turned for

Rhodes on Sunday as the Lynx were
slated to play Birmingham, who had
only lost once, to Memphis, all
weekend. Playing against an older and
more experienced team, Rhodes had
the game tied 4-4 at halftime, yet
found themselves trailing 10-5 by the
end of the fourth quarter. Rhodes at-
tackman Andrew Schaffner complain-
ed, "We were fighting each other for
ground balls, it was miserable."
Rhodes is traditionally not a second-
half team, which was true on Sunday.

Rhodes is now 2-2 for their spring
season.

Burden Named
To All-Region

by Brad Todd, Sports Editor
When James Burden transferred to

Rhodes from Mississippi County
Community College this fall, head
coach Herb Hilgeman told anyone who
would listen that his basketball team
had just made a tremendous addition.

How right he was.
Burden not only became a starter for

the Lynx, he became the focal point
of Rhodes' entire offensive attack,
averaging 20.8 points per game and
grabbing 7.2 rebounds per game. He
also became a fan favorite in Mallory
Gym with tremendous blocked shots
and even a few dunks.

Burden's performance was noticed
outside mallory Gym also, though, as
he was named Regional Player of the
Week twice by Don Hansen's
"Basketball Gazette." Now, Burden
has been named to the NCAA Division
III All-South team.

The team includes only five players
chosen from approximately one-fourth
of all Division III schools in the coun-
try. Burden was the only player from
the College Athletic Conference
selected for the team.

by Brad Todd, Sports Editor
The Rhodes men's basketball team

finished its season Saturday afternoon
in Danville, Kentuck in a 77-70 loss
to the Centre Colonels. The loss
solidified the final College Athletic
Conference standings with the Col-
onels in first place and the Lynx in
second.

"Overall I thought that both teams
played well," said Rhodes head coach
Herb Hilgeman. "I thought that the
thing that hurt us was that they got se-
cond and third shots and just hit the
boards real well:" When the teams
met last in Memphis, it was Rhodes
that held a significant rebounding ad-
vantage enroute to victory.

The Colonels jumped out to an ear-
ly lead as Rhodes' inside tandem of
James Burden and Rhynia Henry got
into foul trouble. "In the first ten
minutes James had two fouls and
Henry had three," said Hilgeman.
Overall, the Lynx committed 22 per-
sonal fouls while Centre was whistl-
ed for only 8. "That's all part of it.
Danville's just a tough place to play,"
said Hilgeman when asked about the
officiating disparity.

Rhodes trailed 34-27 at the half and
matched Centre point-for-point in the
second half. "With 1:30 to go we were
still down five points and put a press
in to try and catch up. The final margin
of seven was probably as high as it
ever was. It was just a great game to
watch," said Hilgeman.

(Continued from page 5)
other courses for that term. Whether
a student is suspended at the beginn-
ing, middle, or end of a term, the same
notations of "F" and "W" are made
on the transcript. At the other extreme,
if a student is found guilty of an
academic offense and is probated for
any length of time, the letter "P" is
penciled onto the academic record.
The proposed penalty would provide
a middle ground: if found guilty, a stu-
dent would receive the failing grade
"F" in the course in question, and no
other courses would be affected.

The third and possibly most con-
troversial proposal would allow
students not elected to the council to
witness trials and participate in trial
discussion; these students would repre-
sent the student body as a jury would.
The council is basically divided on two
issues: 1) should these students vote
on guilt/innocence and/or penalty, 2)
should all trials include jurors or
should it be the choice of the accus-
ed. Several other problems discussed
by the council include the number of
jurors, the amount of their participa-
tion, and how each juror would be
chosen. While a rotating jury would
open the council and its processes to
the student body, some sacrifices are
inevitable. Several council members
feel that such a radical change would
jeopardize the Oath of Secrecy.
Naturally, more debate will precede
such a drastic change.

If you have arguments for or against

Individually, the game matched the
conference's two best players: Cen-
tre's David Hicks and Rhodes'
Burden. Hicks poured in 27 points and,
grabbed 9 rebounds while Burden
managed only 10 points and 9 re-
bounds. "They shut off James with ex-
tra junk defenses and extra men," said
Hilgeman. Either Burden or Hicks
should be named Most Valuable
Player of the CAC sometime next
week.

The Lynx finished the season with
a 16-9 overall record and a 7-3 CAC
mark and Hilgeman said that although
the team failed to reach the NCAA
tourney or win the CAC, he is still
pleased. "This team was very close
knit and competed well. Before the
season we had lost 60% of last
season's scoring and there were a lot
of question marks but they've done
exceptional," said Hilgeman.

Only one player-David Lewis-
will graduate off this team, making the
Lynx an early favorite to win the CAC
next year. "Although we hate to lose
him (Lewis) we've got the nucleus of
our team coming back and are ob-
viously looking forward to playing
next year," Hilgeman said.

Burden led the team in scoring for
the year with a 20.8 points per game
average while Henry averaged 12.5
and Lewis contributed 10.4. Burden
also led in the rebounding category
with a 7.2 average while Henry grabb-
ed 5.9.

or any questions about the Honor
Council in general, express them to a
current Honor Council member. Your
arguments and questions are especially
important to remember when ap-
proaching a candidate for next week's
election of the Honor Council.

Seidman
(Continued from Page 2)

Is intervention into another coun-
try's politics allowable in a country
that supposedly values the right of
each individual's opinion? The people
of Nicaragua may not want to create
an economy closely tied to the U.S.
But to try to influence and directly
shape Nicaraguan politics through in-
terventionist tactics which the majority
are not asking for seems to deny the
Nicaraguans their capability to select
and steer the course of their govern-
ment, as well as waste unnecessary
time and money when democracy
strengthening needs to be taking place
in the U.S. to make life truly one of
equal chance for equal economic
security and political representation
for all. If democracy and American
values are going to continue to be
defined by the voices of all in America
and not just by those who are govern-
mentally and economically powerful,
all must attend Mr. Weinstein's talk
tonight and confront him with ques-
tions on these issues.

Honor Council
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You won't get AIDS from everyday contact.
You won't get AIDS from being a friend.
You won't get AIDS from a mosquito bite.
You won't get AIDS from a kiss.
You won't get AIDS by talking.
You won't get AIDS by listening.
You won't get AIDS from a public pool.
You won't get AIDS from a pimple.
You won't get AIDS from a toilet seat.
You won't get AIDS from a haircut.
You won't get AIDS by donating blood.
You won't get AIDS from an airplane.
You won't get AIDS from tears.
You won't get AIDS from food.
You won't get AIDS from a hug.
You won't get AIDS from a towel.
You won't get AIDS from a telephone.
You won't get AIDS from a crowded room.
You won't get AIDS from an elevator.
You won't get AIDS from a greasy spoon.
You won't get AIDS from a bump.
You won't get AIDS by laughing.
You won't get AIDS by watching a movie.
You won't get AIDS from a cat.
You won't get AIDS from a schoolyard.
You won't get AIDS from going to a party.
You won't get AIDS from taking a trip.
You won't get AIDS from a dog bite.
You won't get AIDS from visiting a city.
You won't get AIDS from a cab.
You won't get AIDS from a bus.
You won't get AIDS at a play.
You won't get AIDS by dancing.
You won't get AIDS because someone is
different from you.
You won't get AIDS from a classroom.
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